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C is a computer programming language. This means that you can use C to create instruction lists for a computer to follow. C is one of thousands of programming languages currently in use. C has been around for several decades and has gained widespread acceptance because it gives programmers maximum control and efficiency. C is an easy language
to learn. It's a little more cryptic in its style than some other languages, but you get past that fairly quickly. C is what is called a compiled language. This means that once you type your C program, you must run it through a C compiler to convert your program to executable that your computer can run (run). The C program is the human-readable form, while the
executable coming out of the compiler is the machine-readable and executable form. What this means is that to write and run a C program, you must have access to a C compiler. It is called cc or gcc and is available on the command line. If you are a student, then the school will probably provide you with a compiler – find out what the school is using and
learn about it. If you're working at home on a Windows machine, you'll need to download a free C compiler or purchase a commercial compiler. A widely used commercial compiler is Microsoft's Visual C++ environment (compiles C and C++ programs). Unfortunately, this program costs several hundred dollars. If you don't have hundreds of dollars to spend
on a commercial compiler, then you can use one of the free compilers available on the web. See as a starting point in your search. We will start at the beginning with an extremely simple C program and build from there. I will assume that you are using the UNIX and gcc command line as an environment for these examples; if it isn't, all the code will still work
fine – you'll simply need to understand and use whatever compiler you have available. Start! There are three standard variable types in C: Enter: intFloating point: floatCharacter: char An int is an integer value of 4 byte. A float is a floating point value of 4 byte. A character is a unique character of 1 byte (as or 3). A string is declared as a variety of characters.
There are a number of derivative types: double (floating point value of 8 bytes)short (2-byte integer) unsigned short or unsigned int (positive integers, no sign bit) Operators in C are similar to operators in most languages: + - addition - - subtraction / - division * - multiplication % - mod performs integer division if both operands are integers, and performs
otherwise floating point division. For example: void main() { float a; a; printf(%f, a); } This code prints a floating point value since one is declared as a floating type, but one will be 3.0 because the code has performed an integer split. The C operator's priority is also similar to that of most other languages. Division and multiplication occur first, then addition and
the rest. The result of calculation 5+3*4 is 17, not 32, because the * operator has a higher priority than + in C. You can use parentheses to change the normal priority order: (5+3)*4 is 32. 5+3 is evaluated first because it is in parentheses. We'll put ourselves in priority later - it gets a little tricky in C once the punters are introduced. C typing allows you to
perform type conversions on the fly. You do this especially often when using pointers. Typing also occurs during the assignment operation of certain types. For example, in the above code, the integer value has been automatically converted to a float. You can type in C by placing the type name in parentheses and putting it in front of the value you want to
change. So, in the above code, replacing line a= 10/3; with a=(float)10/3; produces 3.33333 as a result because 10 becomes a floating point value before division. Typedef Declares user-defined types in C with typedef statement. The following example shows a type that often appears in the code C: #define TRUE 1 #define FALSE 0 typedef int boolean; void
main() { boolean b; b=FALSE; blah, blah , this code allows you to declare boolean types in C programs. C-frames allow you to group variables into a package. Here's an example: structure rec { int a,b,c; float d,e,f; }; structure rec r; As shown here, whenever you want to declare structures of the rec type, you have to say rec structure. This line is very easy to
forget, and you get many compiler errors because it absently leave you out of the structure. You can compress the code in the form: rec structure { int a,b,c; float d,e,f; } r; declaration of interest rates for the Rec and variable r are declared in the same tax return. Or you can create a typedef statement for the structure name. For example, if you don't like to say
structure rec r every time you want to declare a record, you can say: typedef struct rec rec_type; and then declare records of type rec_type saying: Access structure fields by a period, for example, r.a=5;. Arrays Declare arrays by inserting an array size after a normal statement, as shown below: int a[10]; /* variety of integers */ char s[100]; /* character array
(a C string) */ f[20]; /* variety of reals */ structure rec r[50]; /* array of records */ Increasing the short path of the long path i=i+1; i++; i++; i--; i=i+3; and += 3; i=i*j; and *= j; This is the second year in the intermediate degree offer in the largest program of Programming and MicroBachelors Data Structures. We recommend taking them in order, unless you have a
background in these areas already and feel comfortable jumping ahead. These topics were based on the learnings taught in the computer-level introduction program MicroBachelors Fundamentals, offered by the same instructor. It is a self-rhythm course that continues in the development of C++ programming skills. Topics covered include developing more
advanced command line programs that use functions, arrays, and strings to solve problems. Students learn to code in C++ through lectures and laboratories. The C++ programming material is presented during eight weeks of interactive conferences with weekly bis questionnaires to evaluate their understanding of the material Students will experience
practices writing C++ programs through twelve laboratory challenges. Students will not only learn to use these more advanced procedural programming functionalities. They will also learn to analyze the computational complexity of their code. The theory of computational complexity focuses on classifying computational problems according to their inherent
difficulty and relating these classes to each other. A computational problem is a task solved by a computer. A calculation problem is solveable by the mechanical application of mathematical steps, such as an algorithm. A problem is considered inherently difficult if your solution requires significant resources, whatever the algorithm used. The theory formalizes
this intuition by introducing mathematical models of computing to study these problems and quantify their computational complexity, i.e. the number of resources needed to solve them, such as time and storage. Apply basic search and classification algorithms in C++ programming. Apply one-dimensional and multidimensional matrices to C++ programming.
Analyse a C++ function to determine its computational complexity. Wk 1 - Analysis of Functions Primality Testing Runtime Analysis Asymptotic Growth Analysis Order Wk 2 - Implementation of k-Combinations Function Flow problems of a Runtime Stack Execution Scope of Variables program Pass By Value Parameter Passing Wk 3 - Function Labs Wk 3 4 -
Arrays Motivation Computing the Average Above The Average Wk 5 - Array Labs Wk 6 - Strings Concatenating Indexing Slicing Length Comparing Starting Index Wk 7 - String Labs Wk 8 - Final ExamReceive a certificate signed by the instructor with the logo of the institution to verify its achievement and increase its job prospectsAdd the certificate on its CV
or curriculum or post directly on LinkedInGive yourself an additional incentive to complete the courseEdX, a nonprofit, relies on verified certificates to help fund free education for everyone globally in this you will learn the principles of C programming and start hand-coding in a browser tool that will provide instant feedback on your code. The C programming
language is one of the most stable and popular programming languages in the world. It helps power your smartphone, car navigation system, robots, drones, trains and almost all electronic devices. C is used in any circumstance where speed and flexibility are important, such as in embedded systems or high performance computing. In this course, you will
start with C and learn how to write your first programs, how to do simple calculations and print the results on the screen, how to store values in variables and how to repeat instructions using loops. Beginners, even those without any programming experience, will be able to immediately start encoding in C with the help of powerful but simple encoding tools
right inside the web browser. No need to install anything! We are excited to introduce you to the world of coding and launch you along your path to become an expert C programmer! This is the first course of C programming with the Professional Linux Certified Program. This series of seven short courses will establish their programming skills and open doors
to careers in computer engineering. This course has received financial support from the Patrick &amp; Foundation Lina Drahi. Define, distinguish and give examples of hardware/software, software/computer algorithms Explain the concept of a variable and declare, initialize and modify variables of data type int, double and char Create and comment on simple
C programs that can print text, Special characters and variables on the screen in controlled format Create simple C programs that use loops to repeat instruction blocks Receive a certificate signed by instructor with the logo of the institution to verify your achievement and increase your job prospectsAdd the certificate on your CV or resume, or posting it
directly to LinkedInGive yourself an additional incentive to complete the courseEdX, a nonprofit organization, relies on verified certificates to help fund free education for everyone globally
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